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ABSTRACT 

High precision drift chambers capable of achieving £ 50 fun resolutions are 
discussed. In particular, we compare so called cool and hot gases, various charge 
collection geometries, several tuning techniques and we also discuss some system
atic problems. We also present what we would consider an "ultimate" design of 
the vertex chamber. 
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.—- cC 1, Introduction 

High precision drift chambers will play an important part of high energy 
experiments for the foreseeable future. This is primarily because they can be 
built large enough to have sufficient redundancy with existing technologies and 
still be financially accessible. Single track resolution of ZO-50 pm for 1 cm of drift 
and double track resolution of about 100-600 pm seems to be passible. There 
has been substantial progress in recent years mainly in the following areas: 

1. Improvement In understanding low diffusion gases both experimentally and 
through model calculations. 

2. Introduction of new collection optics arrangements. 

3. Improvements of the electronics by introduction of: 

(a) low noise front end hybrid amplifiers and 

(b) fast (> 10a MHz) digitizers. 

4. Improvements in understanding the detection process via the introduction 
of detailed computer simulation programs. 

5. Introduction of new technology (Be beam pipes, carbon fibers, high preci
sion machining). 

This talk reviews these improvements and tries to present a judgment whether 
some of these goals are actually achievable and under what conditions. In par
ticular we discuss a choke between so called "cool" and "hot" gases and various 
charge collection arrangements, We also review the present understanding of a 
comparison of the leading edge and the center of gravity timing. 

Many aspects, however, are not discussed and we refer the reader to a recent 
review of this subject by G. Charpak and F. Sault II). 
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%. Theoretical Discussion 

We pretest two methods to estimate drift dumber nsdutioa. Tkt fast 
method is simple and dearly transparent, however, it does not necessarily provide 
a sufficient insight into the details of the detection process. With this method we 
concentrate mainly on a comparison of the "cool* and "hot" gases. The second 
method is Monte Carlo simulation, which is unfortunately much less transparent, 
nevertheless it is probably the only way to include a snflteiant amount of detail 
about the detection process involving an intricate interplay of many variables. 
Here one must exercise a careful judgment about what effects are important to 
include. 

2.1 SIMPLE METHOD 

In this method one usually separates the Individual contributions to the final 
tracking resolution as follows (neglecting the systematic error contributions for 
the moment): 

a3 = ff&ffuiJon + <*]'nlMtloa + "trie* ( J ) 

The track width contribution otndi !• generally negligible if we make our andyais 
insensitive to the presence of energetic electrons by rejecting off-track samples and 
if we neglect the fact that the resulting residual distributions are not truly gaus-
sian. The otainilon term is composed of two contributions. The first contribution 
comes (ram an occasional presence of very large ionization dusters (Landau ef
fect) and the second one comes bom the fluctuations in finite ionisation Btattatics, 
both contributions coupled with the aonisochronous charge collection of the typ
ical drift cells. The relative size of the first two terms in eq. (1) generally depends 
on the choice of gas, electronics, method of charge collection and the method of 
data analysis. As we will see later either term can dominate depending on the 
particular ease. 
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let'a conalder the Srat term Odiâ gim ta«q. (1). WeaantmeinitlaHjrthattha 
diffusion h Bpherfcally symmetric. Baaed oa Einstein theory one election time 
dispersion of aa original point-Uks charge distribution It <r*(l electron) = i/2Dt, 
where I b the drift time and 27 is the diffusion coefficient. HUB can be rewritten 
as a, (1 electron) = y/2€kXftE = y/(2ckX)/(E/p)x 1/̂ /p" where (* is the electron 
characteristic energy, £ is the electric field, p ia the pressure and X ia the drift 
distance. From this we can aea two useful and practical dependencies. For a 
range of operation whent e» « canst and JIT — coast, <r.(l electron) — 1/V^, 
and for a case where E/p — const we get ir*(l electron) — 1 / . ^ since e* ia £ / p 
dependent. Finally, because of the diffusion dependence on Che distance, the 
resolution data are usually fitted with t/* = e$ + $>z function. 

Now we introduce a definition of a coot gaa as a case where E* = kT, 
where k is the Boltzman constant and T [• the temperature or the gas. If 
the gas operates within this limit, we call It a thermal limit operation.and 
a c ( l electron) = \/2kTX/tE. An example of a cool gas la CO]. Figure 1 indi
cates that somewhere ar>und E ~ 2 kV/coi and 1 atm of pressure, the drifting 
electrons begin to be heated and va(l electron) departs from the thermal limit. 
This Illustrates the need to tune the coot gases for an optimum operating point. 
Figure 2 indicates an example of such tuning for three examples of the coot gases. 
One can conclude that at the optimum, one can achieve ?,(1 electron) ~ SO-
SO t*m at 1 atm of pressure for 1 cm of drift. One should point out that another 
feature of the cool gases ia that the drift velocity has a linear dependence on the 
electric field E and the gaa density JV, namely 

where m is the electron mass, e is Its charge, a is the momentum transfer cross-
aection and 0 Is the mean etectron velocity [$\. The drift velocity of the cool gases 
is alow because of a large value of the momentum transfer cross section, 1 A , the 
gaa appears to bs viscous to the drifting electrons. 
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By comparison, the typical gases used in drift chambers today begin to be hot 
at rather low values of the electric field gradient, as can be teen ia the example 
of fig. 3. Typically, we can parametrize the increase of the electron characteristic 
energy u e* « [B/p)°. The typical single electron diffusion in hot gasses can he 
seen in fig. 4. In such gases one could parametrise the single electron diffusion na 

tr,(l electron) = 0* J(-} ^ lor E>Ee 

where oj is a normalization constant taken at I fcV/cm, I atm and 1 cm drift. 
Typically, one hat a\ ~ 150-600 pm, I.e., a rather large value. 

So far we have assumed the diffusion to be spherically symmetric. In many 
hot gases tills assumption ia not valid, and one finds +htLi 'ie longitudinal diffu
sion ff£ can be two to Four times smaller than the transverse diffusion o». Figure S 
bdleates one cramp's, where cx,(l election] ~ 250 pm~ l/2u,(l electron) nor
malized for 1 atm, 1 cm of drift, 1 kV/cm electric field and using the JADE gas 
|3], Recently there has been progress in calculating these two diffusion param
eters for typical gases where the momentum transfer cross-sections are known 
[36]. Figure 6 Illustrates one example of such a calculation [4\ for 90% Ar -t- 10% 
C4E1C, where one reaches OL(1 electron) ~ 125 fan at 1 atm and 1 cm of drift 
if one chooses the electric Aeld B ~ 1.5-2.0 kV/cm, i.e., a factor of four reduc
tion was realized compared to the transverse diffusion. As we will see later, this 
result slightly underestimates the author's results in the microjet chamber. In 
addition, there appears to be some disagreement between the measurement (see 
fig. 5) and the calculation (see figs. 6 and 26}, although the explanation could be 
either in a slight difference in the gases used or because at larger electric fields 
the experimental cross-sections used in the calculation [4] are less reliable for this 
particular mixture. 

Another example of indirect evidence that one can achieve o i ( l electron) ~ 
120pm,eventafaigue8,isameasurementofFarref ol., |5] shown in fig. 7. They 
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have measured the tracking rerolution to he about 60 pm at 1 atm and 1 em of 
drill in 75% CaS$+2B% CjH* gas. If we assume that ̂ Butm ** O.BoiJl electron) 
(this point will be explained Utter) and that their electronics contribution te 
negligible, we conclude tri(l electron) —120 ion for this gas. 

We conclude that in the prttent cool gatet one eon achieve ff«{l electron) « 
50-80 ftm and m tne (eat hot eoaee one eoufcfoetat'n o t ( l electron) — 120-200 ftm 
for 1 em of drift and 1 atm pressure. 

The next question is how do we obtain ffdlBgrfDD from a knowledge of 
(rz(l electron) or OL(1 electron). This generally depends on the method of detec
tion, of the signal, 

Leading Edge Timing 

The leading edge timing generally samples only a small fraction of the full 
track a ample length because of the nature of charge collection geometry En typical 
drift chambers (see next chapter). This means that not all of the total N charge 
clusters arriving at the anode will actually be taken into account. Some of the 
clusters arrive so late that they cannot contribute to the leading edge timing. In 
addi tion, we can assume that q • JV - p • n Is the fraction of the n umber of electrons 
having a chance to contribute to the leading edge timing, where n is a measure 
of efficiency of the charge collection for this particular timing method and can 
be estimated from the Monte Carrlo program [7] by plotting a histogram similar 
to fig. 10 and determining an effective sample size, p is the pressure and n U an 
average number of electrons per cluster. In general, n can be influenced by many 
variables as for instance by the total gain on the anode (later arriving charge can 
be suppressed by saturation effects), the particular choice of the charge collecting 
geometry, the choice of gas, and a choJc; of the operating point. From purely 
statistical consideration (6] for the first electron timing we would get (if we keep 
E/p constant as we change the pressure p and n < JV • p • n is large): 

0.01 o&fl electron) / < r t 

^ • ~ 7 K P 5 » T — - & ' ( f l ) 
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For typical examples, we get F = 0.91 f yflafcNpnj ~ 0.5 (see table 5). The 
logarithmic dependence in eq. (2) reduces the sensitivity to errors in the estimate 
of the number of clusters contributing to the timing. One can see that the 
fastest way to improve the resolution is to increase the pressure. To improve the 
resolution through an improvement of the collection optics (IJ) is a much slower 
way to gain. From table 5 one can conclude that the leading edge tuning data can 
be explained using eq, (2), certainly at the level of difference of about 10-20 fan. 
To understand the data below this level will require a careful understanding of 
systematic errors. 

This means that for the coal gases one can achieve o"diffn»ion ~ 10-20 iim at 
4 atm and 1 cm of drift. In contrast, in the best hot gases one could achieve 
^dilution ~ 30-50 pm under the same conditions, i.e., to match the result of the 
cool gases we have to go to higher pressure. 

Center of Gravity Timing 

Let's assume that our electronics (say 100 MHz FADC digitizer) can measure 
an average time centroid of the arriving charge. From purely statistical consid
eration we would expect (if we keep Ejp constant as we change pressure p and if 
we assume that the electron cloud is approximately Gaussian in a given timing 
acceptance window): 

1 Ci(l electron) , . 
ffdiffM,on = 7PR ^— ' {) 

where N is the total number of charge clusters arriving at the anode (at 1 atm), 
p is the pressure, r\ is the fraction contributing to particular timing acceptance 
window, and n is the number of electrons per cluster. The IJ can be influenced 
by a similar set of variables as for the leading edge timing, but in addition we 
can have variables like a choice of the waveform digitizing electronics (speed of 
the FADC's) or a method of analyzing the data (a particular choice or weighting 
scheme of the FADC bins. 
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Comparing eqs. (2) and (3), one would expect a considerable Improvement 
in the center-of-gravlty timing compared to the leading edge timing. Indeed, 
great improvements in timing resolution werr. expected by the introduction of the 
FADC'a on the market recently. One can say that the CdiJiajos U r m *° **l* P) ^ M 

been indeed reduced; however, this has been achieved at the expense of increasing 
the Piosiititoa t e r m ' This can be fully understood only after we explain the details 
of the charge collection geometries and we will return to this point later. Here 
we would only say that, due to the nonlsochrony of the charge collection, the 
fluctuation in ionization statistics will affect the variance significantly and thit 
will cause the predictions using eq. (3) to be always too optimistic. 

2.2 MONTE CARLO METHOD 

The danger of all Monte Carlo techniques is that they sooner or later become 
a black box and one loses the feeling of transparency due to an interplay of 
too many variables. It is not our intention to review all previous attempts to 
write such codes. We will just describe our contribution to this problem. Before 
attempting to write such a program, it is very Important to select the variables 
that contribute significantly to the resolution, as well as to keep in mind the final 
result (apart from pretty pictures). We have attempted to write such a code J7] 
with the hope of being able to predict the resolution for a previously unknown 
geometry |8] as well as to find same trick in a passible timing technique [9]. The 
method consists of including three basic elements of the detection process: 

Generate the drift time distribution *diift(0 by: 

(a) creating the primary ionization Ln clusters (Landau offect) according to 
Piuas and Lapique (10], 

(b) drifting each electron within each cluster independently in a two-dimensional 
electrostatic field, 

(c) using the correct drift velocity in each step, 

(d) including the effect of the magnetic field, 
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(e) and including the effect of the diffusion (ox and ax). 

Generate the response of the avalanche UwUnehetO D v : 

(a) including the effect of the motion of the positive ions, 

(h) and including the effect of the avalanche fluctuations. 

Generate the response of the electronics fVbctromicjfO by: 

(a) using the measured response of the amplifier, 

(b) including the effect of zero-pole filters to perform proper shaping of the 
final pulse, 

(c) as well as including the effect of cables and noise. 

The final drift pulse is then a convolution of the three terms i[l) = i'diift(t) * 
tiniiatheCO * »'«la:tronki(0' H >s important to point oat that the method assumes a 
full linearity in the process of the waveform formation, i.e., a)l drifting electrons 
have equal weight. This can be satisfied only at low gains. An example of 
such pulses can be seen in fig. B- Once we have created such pulses we can 
investigate various timing strategies, for instance (a) first electron timing, (b) 
multiple threshold timing, (c) various strategies with waveform digitizers, etc. 
As I said, this makes sense only before we build the chamber; once we have data, 
of course, it Is better to use it instead. An example of what appears to be a 
correct prediction by this program is the conclusion that the 10D MHz digitizer 
is not fast enough to improve on the simple first electron leading edge timing in 
the first few centimeters of drift and in a cell structure like a jet chamber using 
a fast gas [9]. We will use several other examples of output from our program 
during the following text. 

Recently there have been other attempts to study the drift chamber using the 

Monte Carlo techniques [11,12}. For instance, experiment NA34 in CERN [12] 

us&d such a program to study the proper shaping of their electronics to obtain an 

optimum double track separation. None of the previous Monte Carlo programs 

treated the avalanche entirely correctly. Recently there has been an attempt 
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in a correct direction, namely the avalanche is treated three-dimenstonally [43], 
However, the success of such simulations will depend an a knowledge of input data 
Tor a particular gaa operating at very large elo-.trie gradients. Such simulations 
might be necessary to understand systematica of the detection for resolutions 
below 10-15 fim. 

3. Examples of Charge Collection Geometries 

Figure 0 shows typical examples of the charge collecting geometries used 
In existing prototypes or physics experiments. Table 1 provides typical results. 
One must admit that most of the results come from the testa rather than the real 
experiments; however, at the same time one should point out that the serious 
attempts to reach good resolutions in the vertex chambers are r/efattvely recent. 

None of the charge collecting geometries are truly isochonous as in fig. 10(a), 
although there are variations in the degree of the iaochTonity between various 
detectors. In an ideal isochronous case all electroos from the track sample would 
reach the anode at the same time and as a result the n factor in e^s. (2) and 
(3) would be largest, wo would obtain the best multiple hit capability and the 
center-of-gravity timing would be less sensitive to the finite ionization statistics 
and the Landju effect. Instead, a more typical charge collection is described in 
fig. 10(b). However, even in an ideal isochonous case there is one problem. As 
we significantly incline the track with respect to the Anode plane we obtain very 
nonisochonous charge collection, subject to the same problems as in the case of 
fig. 10(b). There is only one solution to this problem and that Is to decrease the 
sample size up to the point that we still obtain good single track resotution. In 
the following examples we will see that one can limit the sample size eithsr (a) 
physically [11], (b) electrically [13.14J, (c) or using software [15J. We will now 
describe typical examples of the charge collecting geometries as used in existing 
prototypes. 
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3.1 JET GEOMETRY 

This coacept wee pioneered by JADE [16] and It ia presently considered 
fay many groups for a possible vertex detector. This u primarily because of 
the simple time-to-distance Tesponse, the reasonable multiple hit capability, the 
low sensitivity of the resolution to the angle of the tracks as well as "clean" 
electrostatics of the cell. On the negative aide of this concept, tilts cell represents 
a decreased flexibility in the choice of as operating point, i.e. selection of the 
gain, electric field and the gas (they have to be "married* together). Also, 
in view of our previous discussion, the charge collection in the cell is fax from 
isochronous, see Sg. 11. Figure 11(a) shows haw the clustering (Landau) and 
the ionization fluctuation affects the randomness in the pulse shapes, a. point 
which will he discussed quantitatively later. The fig. 11(b) shows the effect or 
the drift distance on the isochronous response, i.e. for tracks going through the 
anode plane one simply runs out of statistics in the first arriving charge and 
this effect is responsible far a worsening of the resolution for distances less than 
wire spacing (the only remedy for this problem is to increase the pressure - see 
fig. 7). Figure 11(c) shows the charge collection for inclined tracks. Because the 
bottom of the U-ehapes remain relatively unchanged, the resolution as obtained 
for instance by a, leading edge method should remain unchanged, although the 
multiple hit capability will clearly be worse at larger angles. 

One could ask a question whether we can improve somehow the isochrony 
of this chamber. Figure 12 indicates that one can do it by a suitable choice of 
the gas behavior [17]. If we operate "behind" the peak in the drift velocity, the 
electrons drifting near the potential wires (where tttii field is lower) can pick-up 
speed and the TJ-shape response in fig. 11 gets flatter. This is then manifested in 
shorter drift time distributions and the 17-factor in the eqs. (2) and (3) should 
increase. One can see however that at larger magnetic fields (fl > 5 kG) this 
particular method of focusing wQl atop working. Clearly, the 90?t> Ar +1056 CU4 

ia sot the best gas from the plateau behavior and the diffusion point of view and 
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one would have to try to find a- better mixture. One example of a gas with this 
behavior is 035S Al + 3% COj •+ 4% CH« |44]. 

One example of a high resohition application of the jet chamber concept [IB] 
can he seen la fig. 13. The test achieved — 23 /tm resolution for 4 mm average 
drift distance using a "hot" gas {75% C3H« + 2596 C*H|) at 4 atm and using the 
leading edge electronics. Using the eq. (2) we would expect ottswloa ~ 18 pax (see 
table 6), assuming that only 0.8 mm of track sample contributes [7J and that we 
have ~ 34 clusters in 1 cm of track and ~ 3 electrons per cluster in this gas. The 
chamber had 2.5 mm wire sp aeing with the potential wires fully collecting charge 
and with a simple "switchyard" multiple hit electronics they obtained ~ 1 mm 
double track separation. One bad feature of this particular arrangement is a 
ripple in the electrostatic field around the boundaries of the cell. This chamber 
can be regarded as a predecessor of similar hut somewhat larger chambers built 
[or the NA27 experiment at CERN, which is using them for the physics running 
presently. 

A second example is thb micro-jet chamber concept [19] seen in fig. 14. The 
idea here is to further decrease the anode wire spacing (1 mm) to improve the 
double track separation. In thb case it was necessary to use a continuous cath
ode to limit the field emission problems (if the wires for the cathode were used 
instead). The continuous cathode should increase the chamber lifetime as well 
as to improve the uniformity or the electrostatic field near boundaries. Finally, 
we use very thin anode wires (7.S fim diameter) which can easily drive the am
plifier [20] into a slewing rate limited mode reducing the slewing corrections to 
n. minimum. The use of thin wire limits the overall length of the chamber to 
~ 10-15 cm. We would like to mention that these wires proved to be much more 
resistant against the breakage then one would initially expect. The chamber ob
tained ~ 22 fun resolution for 2 mm average drift distance in a "hot" gas (90% 
AT + 10% C<Bio) at 6.1 atm with a simple leading edge timing. As one can 
Bee from fig. 6, its electric field of 1.5-24) kV/cm atm was about an optimum 
from the longitudinal diffusion point of view. We cannot use the eq. (2) in this 
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particular case because we have not kept E/p constant as we changed the pres
sure p. We uie instead o&fefjss ~ QM/\fln{G£ x G.1 x 3.0) x 130 pza.jy/aa. x 
V((14.6 kV/cm)/6,l c tm) l J X 0.2 cm/(14.6 kV/cm) ~ 16 jim, assuming that 
only -* 0.2 nun of track maple contributes to the leading edge timing [9] and 
that we have — 30 cluster* is. 1 cm of track and «- 3 electrons per cluster in 
this gas, and the longitudinal diffusion normalized for 1 IV/cm, 1 atm and 1 cm 
drift is 130 jim/i/cln. Measuring tb* average shapes of the drift pulses in the 
e + beam one would conclude that the double track separation is about 600 fim 
using a simple switchyard electron i^s, and that this could be improved further 
using > 200 MHz digitizer [21]. The electronics resolution obtained in the test 
was about only 61 pace and a N% laser was used to tune some or the operating 
points [22]. At higher rates applications one would have to reduce the gain and 
this would require taking care of slewing either electronically using the constant 
fraction discriminator [23] or In tba software if double threshold electronics would 
be used [9]. 

A third example or this structure Is the SLD # 1 prototype which has been 
tested at SLAC [24]. With a cool gas of 92% COj + 8% C<Hi0 at 1 atm the 
chamber obtained interesting results as seen in fig. 15. The chamber used the 
leading edge electronics. Using our simple eq. (2) and assuming that ~ 1 mm 
of the track s wpte contributes one expects in 1 cm drift o&ftuion ~ & ftm (sv* 
table 5). 

Finally, we want to mention a development of the UA1 vertex detector. The 
80 em long Jet chamber with 1.58 mm wire spacing achieved ~ 40-50 (im resolu
tion for - 0.5 cm drift In 50?? AT + S0% CaHa gas at 3 atm [45]. Again, we get 
a good agreement with the eq, [2), if we use 0.6 mm as an effective sample size 
(see table 5). 
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3 . 2 CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY 

Examples of such geometry are the vertex detectors for the Mark II at S t AC 
[25], the ARGUS at DORIS [26] and the Aachen University test [48]. The former 
is already producing physica, the second is about to start. The advantage of thts 
concept is that it is a simple geometry requiring a relatively small number of 
wires. On the negative side, the cell has considerable edge effects - see fig. 16; 
It is very nonisochronaus and has a nonuniform electric Held throughout the 
cell. Nevertheless, the beam test with the ARGUS vertex detector Indicates 
resolutions in the range of 40-80 /aa using gases at 1.5-2.0 atm. The Aachen 
University teat achieved ~ 30 (tm resolution for ~ 5 mm drift distance using 
80% C 0 2 + 20% C4H10 gas at 1 atm [46]. The results can be seen in fig. 32 
and wo will discuss them more in chapter 5. We would also like to mention the 
vertex chamber prototype utilizing closely packed 7 mm diameter alumlaiied-
mylar tubes which was recently tested by the MAC experiment at SLAC [41j. 
With the hot standard gases operating at 4 atm they have achieved resolution In 
the rangu of 30 fim. The obvious advantage of this system is its simplicity. 

3.3 SAMPLE RESTRICTING GEOMETRY 

Figure 17 shows an example of a geometry where the accepted track staple is 
restricted physically (llj. As we discussed earlier this should improve the double 
track separation as well as reduce the sensitivity of the resolution and double 
track separation to angles of the track with respect to the anode plane. We can 
see that by using a cool gas at A atm, the test achieved a resolution of about! 
30 Mm for 1 cm of drift. Using the eq. (2) and assuming 20 electrons In 0JS ™™ 
of accepted sample at 4 atm we would expect ffjiffiuioa ~ 17 fan. [see table S) for 
the first electron leading edge timing. As one can see from fig. 17{d) a. double 
track resolution of about 100-300 ftm was achieved. The authors have shown. 
that a further increase in pressure did not achieve a further improvement in the 
resolution, presumably due to the attachment problems In CO3 mixtures, Figure 
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17(e) indicates their proposal of how to implement one version of a restrictive 
geometry in practice. 

3.4 SPECIAL FOCUSING GEOMETRY 

We have two examples where an attempt is made to focua the flow of drifting 
electrons to improve the isochrony of the charge collection. The first example 
can be seen in fig. 18(a) [13]. This geometry was chosen for a prototype test 
by the NA34 experiment in CERN. The idea is to use the channeling wires 
(c) to control the accepted track sample size from ~ 3.5 mm to ~ 7 mm. In 
this way they could study the sensitivity of the single track resolution as well 
as the double track separation to the sample size length without the necessary 
of building different prototypes. In addition the structure separates left-right 
collection. Figure 18(b) indicates the lines of equal arrival times to the anode for 
voltages corresponding to the smallest (~ 3.5 mm long) accepted sample length. 
One can see that the structure is not completely isochronous, in fact only ~ 2 mm 
of the track length contributes to the first charge arrival. Figure 18(c) shows the 
single track resolution in the "cool" gas of 90% COj + 10% G|H I 0 at 1 atm. 
Again, if we use the eq. (2) and assume ~ 2 mm of the track sample contributing 
to the definition of the first electron timing we get camion ~ 42 um (see table 5) 
for 1 cm of drift, i.e, rather close to the measured results. They observed that by 
varying the track sample length one does not vary the single track resolution (i.e. 
the first electron timing is derived from the fust ~ 1.5 Trim of the track length), 
but one can affect the double track length separation (the overall drift time 
distribution length gets larger for larger accepted track sample). They studied 
the double track separation using the iVj-laser and they found ~ 80% efficiency to 
find the second track if it is — 600 «m apart from the Erst track. One should also 
mention that they have developed a drift program [12] to carefully tune shaping 
constants of the electronics for a particular mixture with the COj gas. Finally, 
this collaboration baa built the charge restricting structure [38 j similar in concept 
to that indicated in fig. 17(e), but with a 2 mm restricting gap. The single track 
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resolution results are shown in fig. 18{e) and we essentially in agreement with 
the results of the focusing geometry of fig. 18(a), although, one wonld expect 
that the restricting geometry should improve the double tract separation. 

The second example in fig. 10 cornea from the SLD proposal at SLAC and 
it was studied both experimentally [50] and theoretically using the Monte Carlo 
program [8]. The collecting geometry resembles the jet focusing geometry, how
ever the potential wires are dropped. One wonld expect that this structure will 
enhance somewhat the tj factor in the eq. (2) due to an increase in the effective 
sample size compared to a simple jet geometry. Indeed, comparing fig. 19(b) 
and fig. 15, we can see a small improvement of the resolution in case of the fo
cusing geometry. Table 5 compares the experimental results with the eq. (2). 
Solid curve of fig, 19(b) shows more sophisticated Monte Carlo prediction |8]. 
The real advantage of the focusing geometry over a simple jet geometry ts in an 
improvement of the multiple hit capability. 

Figure 35(d) shows one of the prototypes of the Mark Q group [47[. The 
30 cm long test chamber operating with 92% COg + 8% C4H10 gas at 3 atm 
achieved —• 35 ftm. resolution for 1 an drift. 

3.5 TIME EXPANSION GEOMETRY ( T E C ) 

Thif concept was originally proposed by Walenta |27] and it is being presently 
pursued by the LEP3 collaboration [14]. Figure 20 shows the present arrange
ment during the test. The original concept of pick-up wires to determine the 
angles of the tracks has been abandoned. A pair of focusing wires are used which 
by proper biasing control the size of the accepted sample size (typically ~ 2 "mi 
of track length). No attempt to measure individual clusters is made presently, one 
determines the centroid of the average charge by the 100 MHz FADC electron
ics. The tail due to the positive ion response is eliminated by a proper shaping 
electronics [20] to improve the multiple track capability. The TEC concept when 
implemented with the mesh electrodes (test used a 250 Ann mesh) represents the 
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most ideal geometry 'became the gain and the drift regions are separated and 
one has a total freedom to choose the chambers parameters. However, the mesh 
solution is difficult to Implement in practice for larger chambers and the LEP3 
group baa decided w test a wire grid instead (L2 mm wire sparing). The present 
test resolution results with a methsolntion and the *cooP gas flOSS CO] + 20% 
C4H10 can' be seen in fig. 29. We will disease them in detail in the last chapter. 
The measured 3a double track separation is about £ 300 fan. for small angle 
tracts ( - 0.8 s) at 2 atm. 

We should mention that the mesh solution of this concept was tried also at 
SLAC by F. Villa [28j, The significance of this test is the first use o( law diffusion 
dimethyl ether gas. This test has been recently repeated [48] and fig. 30 indicates 
the results obtained with the leading edge timing, 

3.6 RADIAI DRIFT CHAMBER GEOMETRY (RDC) 

Recently a novel method of vertex reconstruction has been proposed by 
D. Nygren and 3. Huth [49]. The detector is based on a slow radial drift in 
dimethyl ether gas. Figure 31 shows a basic geomstry of the charge collection. 
The reconstruction of tracks b based on the concept that every point in the sen
sitive volume Is mapped by the electric field to a corresponding position on the 
surface of the anode wire. This position on the anode wire can be denned by an 
angular coordinate a. To measure or, the authors adopted a concept of pickup 
wires originally proposed by Walenta |27|. The absence of argon, traditionally a 
major component la the drift chamber gas mixture, eliminates a strong rource of 
TJV photons which can broaden the avalanche growth. Therefore, the dimethyl 
ether improves the resolution In o-aogular coordinate. One should point out that 
the radial drift (0 ~ 90*) allows to measure a(t) on all drifting kwifralian with 
a better accuracy compared to the originally proposed concept where * ~ OP 
(27). The most significant feature of this concept is a utilization of all oeated 
ionization for the final timing information. The predicted resolution should fol
low eg. (3) with n = 1, Le. the technique should improve the resolution with 
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a (pressure)-1 dependence. Another advantage of tbii coneepfc Js an absence of 
the grid structure which is a mechanical complication* On negative aide, the 
expected multiple hit capability is worse compared to what one can achieve in 
the TEC chamber (see chapter 6) and h basically tjvenbjr a periodicity of wire 
structure, i.e. of the order of millimeters. 

4. Systematic Effects 

It would be unfair not to discuss the most significant systematic effects which 
will influence the overall resolution, obtained over many months of the running 
needed in a typical physics run. In the previous chapters we have seen very 
impressive results obtained with the "cool" gases. The question Is now if the 
advantages of the "cool" gas over the "hot" gas Is terms of the diffusion and the 
lower demand on the speed of electronics will not be offset by the disadvantage 
due to larger sensitivity to systematic effects mainly because the "cooF gases do 
not operate on the plateau of the drift velocity curve. 

There are basically three types of systematic effects. The first one is hope
fully constant in time! examples are nonuniform electrostatic field around the 
cell boundaries, errors in electrostatic deflection, errors in mechanics, fill to fill 
variations in a gas composition, etc. These ertoia could be calibrated to some 
extent for instance by the laser. The second type of systematic error Is changing 
in time in a not necessarily controlled way, examples are nonuniform temperature 
throughout the volume of the chamber, etc. The third type of systematic error 
has to do with details of the signal creation and propagation oa the wires and. 
the way the electronics handles the pulses. 

Table 2 summarbea the sensitivity of the spatial error to an error of 1/1000 
tn the drift velocity, time, electric Held and density for two examples, one using 
a "cool" gae (TEC chamber) and the second using a l o t " gas and operating on 
a plateau (JET chamber). We see that errors io. time and velocity affect both 
concepts approximately equally, however the benefit of operating on the plateau 
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of the drift velocity is seen in the sensitivity to error- in the electric field E and the 
gas density N. Toia is became in the "cool" gas concept we have Av/v = AE/E 
and Avfv = AN/N, and i» the «hat» gat case we get Av/v ~ O.S[AE/E)* [29] -
see fig. 21 and Av/v a 0(N) (sensitivity goes through the E/p dependence of the 
drift velocity »). We conclude that the "plateau" operation will protect us much 
bet-.ei against drifts in voltage, nonuniformities in the electric field, space charge 
effects as well as the temperature drifts [30]. The temperature sensitivity can be 
seen in fig. 22. On the other hand the JIOW gases will lower a demand on the 
electronics performance (1/1000 error in time requires the electronics resolution 
of about 2 ns In the "cool" gas and about 200 psec in the case of the "hot" gas). 

We would like to be more specific about the space charge effects. Let's assume 
we have a small JET and TEC chambers with 1 cm drift and 1 m long wires. Li 
present e+*~ storage rings the typical current at high luminosities can be as high 
as 200 nanoamperes per wire. We would like to ask a question what will be the 
change in the drift electric field E in the presence of positive ions leaking into the 
drift volume from the avalanches on the anodes. A simple minded integration 
of the Poisson equation reveals that the change of the electric field compared to 
an original setting will follow an equation AE = p+[X — d/2)/e0, where p+ is 
a density of the positive ions, X is a position in the anode-cathode gap and d 
is the length of the anode-cathode gap (1 cm). The maximum change is then 
\AE\ < f>+d/2tc. The density of positive ions />+ = eNT+e/V, where e is the 
fraction of positive ions leaking into the drift volume, N is the production rate 
of positive ions (200 nanoamperes), T* is total positive ion drift time and V 
is volume (wire length x sample size x d). Table 3 summaries results from 
three examples. One can see that to lower the drift velocity through lowering 
the electric field is dangerous because we lower the removal rate of the positive 
ions. Also, if e would be significantly increased {say e ~ 0.5) the time expansion 
concept would become sensitive to the space charge effects. In this context we 
would like to point out that the physical reatriction of the sample size should 
help to reduce «. As we see in table 3 the plateau operation of the "hot" gases 
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protects as very well against the apace charge effects (due to the dependence 

As far as the third systematic error ts concerned, we would tike to point out 
that the additional demand on a multiple use of such device would pyobaUy 
worsen ita resolution. Long wires, improper termination or stereo layers will 
bring additional corrections to deal with. Resistive wires in the case of charge 
division will increase the time slewing corrections. Also the uncompensated cross
talk in combination with the staggering will affect the rise time. However, these 
problems are too specific to particular examples and we will not discuss them 
further. 

5. Leading Edge Versus Center of Gravity Timing 

First of all, let's assume that we are dealing with high precision drift cham
bers with maximum drift length of about 2-3 cm. Secondly, the nature of this 
problem is very much geometry, pressure, gas and operating point dependent, 
and therefore we will consider the specific examples where the pulse shaping 
data exists, namely the JET chamber of OPAL geometry [32j, the TEC chamber 
[14] of the LEP3 experiment, and the Aachen University test [46]. 

We have made a specific prediction using the previously mentioned Monte 
Carlo program |9] that in the jet geometry operating with a fast gas, a 100 MHz 
digitizer is not fast enough to improve on the first electron timing (because of the 
ionization fluctuation effect). How does the situation. look one year later when 
we have the first experimental results? 

We have seen several experimental examples (table 5 provides an overall sum
mary) in the previous chapters where eq. (2) provides rather close approximation 
to experimentally obtained results with the leading edge timing (even though 
most practical tests do not trigger on the first electron). This means that for 
the leading edge timing the diffusion dominates the resolution at — 1 cm of drift 
distance and the ionization fluctuation effect represents a smaller contribution. 
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How is it in the case of the center of gravity timing? Let's first discuss the 

example of a jet chamber like OPAL, which operates with the "hot" fast gas 3% 

C4E10 •+ 87,3% AT + 9.7% CH4 ~ JADE gas at 4 atm. The typical nonisoehrony 

in this structure (5 mm wire to wire spacing) is shown in fig. 23. We can see 

that the diffusion is too small to smear tins nonlsochrony and at the same time 

the 100 MHz clack of FADC is too slow to provide several samples through a 

2-3 mm "isochronous" central part of the sample. In fact for any number (> 2) 

of 10 ns bins we will be sensitive to the fluctuation in ionization statistics, which 

will shift the tuning centroid significantly. One would expect that we reduce the 

sensitivity to this effect (and therefore improve the resolution) as we reduce the 

number of bins included in the timing z'gorithm. This is exactly observed in 

the data. Figure 24 indicates a time pulse reference method used in the FADC 

timing of the test with the OPAL full length prototype [15]. Table 4 shows the 

obtained resolution as a function of the method used. The best result is obtained 

If we use only two FADC bins for the reference timing. The measured 3-wIre 

resolution is about 100 a m for 1 cm drift with the JADE gas at 4 atm. For 

comparison, if we use tha eq. (2) we would expect for the first electron timing 

CdifailsB •" 0.91i/In(4 x 6 X 3.0) x 250 fun x l/y/4 — 55 pm for 1 cm drift, 

and the eq. (3) for the center of gravity timing would give (a 20 jis window 

acceptance cut) ffdiffmibn ~ 1/N/T* x 15 x 3) x 250 um x l/t/4 = 10 (On. This 

means that the experimental result is dominated by the ionization fluctuation 

effect and is worse than what we would expect from the leading edge timing. 

Th« second example comes from the Heidelberg test chamber [31], which has the 

same wire geometry but longer drift length. The results arc shown in fig. 25 

for various operating conditions. The fit to data is made using a function a3 = 

0^ + S • X, where 00 contains mainly a contribution from the electronics and 

the ionization fluctuation effect. The fit indicates o-0 ~ 70-100 (im at 4 a tm 

and 135-160 pm at 2 atm depending on operating condition. Since the error 

In electronics contributes only 20-30 tan, one would again conclude that 00 is 

dominated by the ionization fluctuation effect (assuming that all other systematic 
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contributions are negligible). It is interesting to predict the first electron leading 
edge capability for the heat FADC data at 4 atm. Using fig. 26 we expect C{, — 
1SS nm for 1 cm of drift at E/p ~ 0.47. Using the eq. (2) wc expect ffdifftuiua ~ 
0.9l/-v/ln{4 x 6 x 3) x 15B /im/V* "- 34 y«n For 1 cm drift, assuming that« 2 mm 
of track sample contributes to the leading edge tuning in this particular geometry. 
It is interesting to point out that the best resolution is obtained at largest E. 
This is because of an improvement of the longitudinal diffusion as we increase E 
(see fig. 26) and the as focusing effect mentioned earlier (ace fig. 12). We have not 
yet mentioned so far another important variable and that is the gain an the wire. 
Both previo'is examples [15,31] operated at relatively lower gain {< 5 X 10*), 
because of the dE/dx application. In typical vertex chambers the gain is larger 
and one expects that some portion of the later arriving charge will be affected 
by the saturation effect. This will effectively tend to reduce the sample size 
for tracks reasonably perpendicular to the wires (0 ~ 0"), and one expects that 
the pulse waveform is more derived from the very early charge and therefore the 
centroid timing would approach the leading edge timing. If this is true one Would 
expect some ^-dependence in the centroid timing resolution. Example of such 
application is the JADE experiment vertex detector [42]. They have xhieved 
~ 100 nm resolution for 1 cm drift using the first two FADC timing bins in C0$G 
Ar + 50% CjKa gas at 1 atm. This is compatible with the expectation based 
on the eq. (2J for the first election timing since the 7&(1 electron) ~ 200 ftm In 
this particular gas at 1 kV/cm, 1 cm drift and 1 atm. We sec that the centroid 
timing will approach at best the leading edge tuning at high gains in the fast gas. 

Ono can ask the question under what condition we would improve the Sxst 
electron timing in the jet chamber operating with the fast gas. Figure 27 shows 
the various simulated resolution results if we assume infinitely fast electronics 
capable of recording the arrival time of every electron |9). We can see that the 
center of gravity timing improves the first electron resolution only If we average 
over electrons in the near-isochronous central part of the sample (see fig. 23). As 
we average over larger parts of the si mple [wider time window cut) the center of 
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gravity is disturbed by the fluctuations in ionization statistics coupled with the 
noniaochrony of the charge collection. As we increase the pressure the diffusion 
gets smaller and the apparent isochronous part Is even smaller requiring smaller 
timing cut. If we had ~ 1 GHz digitizer we would have a somewhat similar 
situation as in the TEC chamber we will discuss next, i.e. we would not detect 
every electron but instead have several samples through the average charge in the 
isochronous part of the fig. 23. With approximate cuts one could isolate this part 
of the signal and one would still expect an improvement over the first electron 
timing. One can express it differently, a 200 MHz digitizer would provide better 
resolution than ~ 100 MHz one, because we can further reduce the sample size 
through the timing cut. 

How is it now in the TEC chamber [14]? Figure 28(a) shows details of the 
electrostatics or the charge collection. Figure 28(b) describes the approximately 
isochronous behavior in this chamber. We can Bee that it is not isochronous, 
but the nonisochrouy affects only a small part of the track sample reducing the 
probability to have the ionization there. More important, the diffusion smears 
the charge to the point that we can consider that most of the track sample is 
isochronous. Finally, the speed of the 100 MHz digitizer is a good match to 
the low drift velocity providing 3-5 samples through the isochronous part of the 
sample. We would then expect that the center of gravity has a better chance 
to improve the leading edge timing. Figure 29(b) indicates a comparison of 
the leading edge timing with the center of gravity technique. Unfortunately 
this measurement is not yet conclusive evidence because the threshold for the 
leading edge timing was set apparently rather high {*- 6 electrons) [33]. For 
the first electron timing we would expect ffdiffiuloii ~ 0 .91/-^(2 X 6 X 3.0) X 
100 (im/t/2 ~ 34 pm for 1 cm of drift at 2 atm. On the other hand, the 
diffusion contribution using the center of gravity timing |eq. (3)] is d̂iffusion ~ 
l/-\/2 X 6 x 3) x 100 M W V ^ "" 11 PDi f« 1 c m °f drift. Since the electronics 
gives a small contribution [33] we would conclude that other systematic effects 
including the finite ionization statistics, the finite speed of th. digitizer, the 
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diffusion near the anode wire, etc. still omtributed the large contribution to 
their measured results. This is aba visible if we use their fit to the data o* = 
a$ + B • X where a0 = 19 pm> Because oo is so small It is harder to determine 
the dominating term in this particular cue. Anyway, our conclusion is that both 
timing techniques will be approximately equivalent for ~ 1 cm drift distance. The 
real beaafit of the center of gravity timing is expected through far larger drift 
distance* (> 2-3 cm) where the diffusion will cause the leading edge resolution 
to be worse. 

Final example cornea from the Aachen University test [46], where the cylin
drical cell was tested with the cool gas 80% COj + 20% C4Hio and using both the 
leading edge and 100 MHz flash ADC electronics. Figure 32 shows the results. 
One can see that the leading edge timing is significantly better for small distances 
from the anode wire and both methods yields similar rtisults further away from 
the wire. The explanation is rather simple. For a cylindrical cell where the field 
E is approximately proportional to 1/r, and for a cool gas like COj with i/dttft 
proportional to E, one expects that the drift velocity is rapidly changing with 
the distance from the anode wire - see fig. 32(a). Far from the wire, the charge 
collection ia more isochronous compared to small impact parameters, where the 
velocity begins to be too large. The 100 MHz clock, similarly like in our first 
example, is too slow for email impact parameters and the ionization fluctuations 
begin to dominate the FADC timing. 

6. The "Ultimate" De H ign? 

AH arguments in this chapter are based on the computer simulation of the 
problem. As WE said earlier the mesh represents the ideal electrostatic boundary 
in the TEC chamber. However, it is difficult to implement in practice for larger 
chamber designs. Figuie 33 shov.n several alternatives to the mesh solution as 
simulated by the author, The basic wire geometry and the voltages were kept 
the same as in fig. 28(a), however, the mesh was replaced either with a foil 
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or a grid of wires. The simulation was performed for 92% COj 4- 8% C4H10, 
E ~ 1.1 kV/cm, pressure p = 2 atm and the diffusion parametrization according 
to fig. 2. For clarity of the picture, the clustering was switched off and the 
amount of ionization was artificially increased. The question is then what land 
of effect these geometrical Eolutio&B have on the isochiony of the charge collection. 
Figure 33(a) shows a case where the foils are separated by a 1 mm gap. One can 
see that in this case there is a nonisochrony due to a ripple in the electrostatic 
field caused by the 1 nun gap. In fig. 33(b) we tried to remove this problem 
by placing one wire in the middle of the gap. In Eg. 33(c) we used a 1 mm 
grid. In this case one obtains the worst nonisochronous condition, which will 
tend to create a tail in the drift pulses. The case of fig. 33(b) is clearly the 
best. For a drift distance larger than 1 cm the diffusion makes this geometry 
truly isochronous. According to our simulation one expects a 3<r double track 
separation of about 80-150 pm for ~ 1 cm drift. If we incline the track by 10° 
this quantity will double. Figure 34 shows a version of what one could consider 
an "ultimate" design of the vertex chamber. As we can see it is a combination of 
the TEC concept, and the charge restricting and the charge focusing geometry. 

As we said the diffusion will smear the nonisochrony after a certain drift 

distance. This distance is pressure dependent. For instance, at 2 atm we will not 

see much difference in width of the drift time distributions between the designs 

on fig. 33 after a drift distance of about 2-3 cm. Figure 35 shows the drift time 

distributions at 4 atm for various designs and several drift distances. Figure 36 

shows the same but for tracks inclined by 10° with respect to the anode plane. 

One can see that at this pressure and a drift distance of 22 mm, the design (a) 

has FWHM of the drift time distribution typically 20-30% smaller compared to 

the design (d) of fig. 35 [fig. 35(a) = fig. 33(b)]. This will have a consequence on 

the multiple hit capability. How does it affect the resolution? We have performed 

the resolution study on these two designB (a) and (d) of fig. 35, with infinitely 

fast electronics as well as with realistic pulses generated with a realistic primary 

ionization, and convoluting the drift time distribution with a response of an 
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amplifier and one zero pole filter. The results of this study are summarized in 
table 6. We conclude that the centroid timing with the infinitely fast electronics 
capable of detecting each electron separately follows approximately the eq. (3), 
however, the centroid timing with the realistic pulses and a 100 MHz digitizer 
is worse, and it is about equivalent to the first electron timing for 12 mm. drift 
distance. This is even true for the ideal isochronous design of fig. 33(b). We 
Interpret this as an indication that even for the slow gas the 100 MHz digitizer is 
not fast enough to provide a true representation of the pulse shape and therefore 
we do not achieve the ultimate resolution as given by eq. (3). This points to a 
need to Increase the speed of the digitizers. If one would achieve the resolution 
as predicted by eq. (3), we would directly compete with the solid state devices! 
There is certainly enough primary ionization produced at 4 atm to expect this. 
The question la what the electronics does with it. One will have to find a correct 
compromise between the amplifier speed and the digitization speed. Application 
for this? - The innermost layers of the vertex chamber. 

7. Conclus ion 

(a) For applications where an excellent resolution, multiple track resolution, 
insensitivity to angles and insensittvity to the space charge effects is re
quired, I would consider the TEC chamber with the restricting curtains. 
The challenge here is to come up with the best possible design of the re
stricting curtains. It can be operated either with the "coot" or "hot* gases 
depending on the environment, and even with simple leading edge timing 
and multiple hit "switchyard" electronics one can achieve very good results. 
For applications where the multiple track separation is not important the 
simple jet chamber or the tube design will perform well. The r?JiaI drift 
chamber Is still in a prototyping stage. 

(b) More work should and will be done on an improvement of the charge collec

tion focusing techniques, either through a suitable choice of a gas or using 
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electrical fields (or both). Ben the aim la malar/ to improve the doubls 
hit capability. 

systematic effects. 

(d) POT the fast gases, bwer gabs and drift dbtaacM less than l-2em,asimple 
leading edge timing will provide better resolution than ©dating 100 MHa 
waveform digitizers. At high gains the centrold timing will approach the 
leading edge timing. In the case of slow gases and depending on exact 
charge collection geometry, the 100 MHi dbjltlser will provide comparable 
results to the leading edge technique for small drift diatannw. By the 
leading edge we mean the ~ 1 electron threshold timing. Certainly on* 
should not expect a drastic improvement mxnrdmg to eq. (3), unless we 
create a tarty isochronous geometry, find some trick to enrrectry reproduce 
the drift pulses in a process of digitization and learn more about details or 
remaining systematic errors. 

(a) For larger distances (2-3 cm) the pulse shape timing will definitely be better 
than the leading edge riming because the swtsitrvity to diffnsica is reduced. 

(f) Taadiievere50lutionbettert]ian40fmimTlcmdtir^an«luHtoprcseuiiw 
the gas to 2-4 abn. To improve the resolution throogh an uj^rovement of 
the collection optica is a much slower way to gain. 
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Table 1 

f\?i> tit VN>lt Pit\iaure Gas Type of 

Electronics 

Resolution 

(ff/Drift Dist.) 

Experiment Type of 

Measurement 

€^"ftwlfieal 1 attn 

1.5-2 atm 

•\ a tm 

1 atm 

hot 

cool 

hot 

cool 

Leading Edge 

Leading Edge 

Leading Edge 

Leading Edge 

> 80 fua/5 mm 

40-100 i.m/5 mm 

>£ 30 ftm/2 mm 

J£ 30 fiwifS mm 

Mark II 

ARGUS 

MAC 

Phyaica [25| 

Physics [26] 

Physics [41] 

Test [48] 

Jet 4 atm. 

4 atm 

6.1 atm 

4 atm 

1 atm 

3 atm 

hot 

hot 

hot 

hot 

cool 

hot 

Leading Edge 

Leading Edge 

Leading Edge 

100 MHs FADC 

Leading Edge 

Leading Edge 

23 ;im/4 mm 

< 55 ftm/8 mm 

22 um/2 mm 

70-80 ftm/1 cm 

—> 60 ftmfl cm 

"-40-50 /im/1 cm 

NA27, CERN 

OPAL 

S L D # 1 

UA-1 

Test [18] 

Test 

Teat [19[ 

Test [1S| 

Test [35] 

Test [45] 

Time Expansion 

(TEC) 

2 atm 

2.7 atm 

cooi 

coal 

Leading Edge 

100 MHz FADC 

Leading Edge 

< 40 um/1 cm 

~ 30 fim/1 cm 

~ 30 /xm/1 cm 

LEP3 Test [14] 

Teat [48] 

Sample Length 

Restricting 

4 atm 

1 atm 

cool 

cool 

Leading Edge 

Leading Edge 

< 30 ftm/l era 

— 65 ^m/1 cm NA34, CERN 

Test fll) 

Test [38] 

Special Focusing 1 atm 

1 atm 

3 atm 

cool 

cool 

cool 

Leading Edge 

Leading Edge 

Leading Edge 

~ 45 /i m/1 cm 

~ 65 f*m/l cm 

~ 35 f*m/l cm 

5LD # 2 

NA34, CERN 

MarkH 

Test [50] 

Test [13] 

Teat [47] 
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Table 2 

Spatial Error Due To 

Type of Drift Average Total Error In Error In Error In 

Chamber Length Drift Drift v or * E Gas Density 

Velocity Time (1/1000)* (1/1000)* (1/1000)* 

"Slow" Drift 1 cm &ftm/m 2 fisec 10 ftm 10 pm 10 pm 

"Fast" Drift 1 cm 30-50 fim/BB < 200 ns 10 jim 5 X 1 0 - 3 §aa ~ 0 

* - Assumption 
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Table 3 

Quantity "Fast" Drift "Slow" Drift 

(with "cool" gas) 

"Slow" Drift 

{with "low" E) 

Gas 90% Ar + 10% GH« 90% COj + 10% C4H10 90% AT -{-10% CR, + Mcthylal 

Pressure 4 2 2 

E 4 kV/cm 1.2 kV/cm 2O0V/«n 

M+ 1.9 cmVV»w 1.1 cma/Vsec 1.9 cm'/Vsec 

T* {1cm gap) 1.3 x 10~* sec/atra T.G x 10"* sec/attn 2.6 x 1 0 - 3 sec/atm 

e -0 .5* ~0 .1* ~0.1* 

P + 3.6 x 1 0 - 1 3 C/cm3- atm 3 x l O - " C/cm3- atm 1 X 1 0 - 1 2 C/cm3- atm 

| A £ / £ | D U 4 x 1 0 - 4 1.4 x 10- 3 28 x I D - 3 

A * ~ 0 iim. ~ 15 (tm ~ 280 pm 

* - Assumption 

DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi 
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereaf. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those or the 
United Stales Government or any agency thereof. 



Table 4 

Timing Method 

(1 cm of drift) 
<r(*Mn] 

(assume 50.4 iaa/tm) 

Relative 

Accuracy 

Hef. Pulse - 2 FADC Bins 

(equal weight) 

2.0 101 1.00 ±0.01 

Ref. Puiae - 3 FADC Bins 2.3 116 1.15 
Ref. Pulse - 4 FADC Bins 2.4 121 1.18 
Ref. Pulse - 5 FADC Bins 2.6 131 1.30 
Ref. Pulse - 8 FADC Bins 2.S 141 1.42 
Ref. Pulse - 10 FADC Bins 

(a) Weighted: 9,6,3,2,6*1 

(b) Weighted: 5,4,3,2*1,5*0 

(c) Weighted: 20,5,3*1,5*0 

2.3 

2.3 

2.2 

116 

116 

111 

1.13 

1.16 

1.08 

Maximum Peak Method 5.1 257 -

Center of Gravity 
(average over 200 ns) 

4.0 202 -

Spline Fit 3.0 151 -

Note: 
1. Best algorithm for short drift distances (< 3 cm] Is a simple reference 

timing with two equally weighted FADC bins. 
2. Further reduction in resolution of about 0.2 ns (10 fan) can be obtained if 

the cross-talk compensation would be implemented. 
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Tab|o6 

Type of Cdl Pressure 

(atm) 

Meet 

Sample 

Site' 

(mm) 

j)Nnp 

m 

F = 
Ml 

Vi»l«w«ri 

Average 

Drift 

(cm) 

oi(l electron) 

at 1 atm 

(lim/v'em) 

"dlffulmi 

Eq.(2) 

(/an) 

futpirimuii 

(pro) 

Jet [18] 4.0 ~0.S 33 0,49 0.4 120 19 S3 
Micro-Jet |19| 6.1 ~&2 11 0.59 0.2 ^125 16' 22 
Jct|24) 1.0 ~U> o 0.61 1.0 80 49 60 
Sample Restrict [11] 4,0 ~0 .8 29 0.50 1.0 TO IT 30 
Special Focus [13] 1.0 ~1.5 14 0.56 1.0 TO 42 60 
TEG [14) 2.0 ~2 .0 36 0.48 1.0 100 34 40* 
Jet [45] 3.0 ~0 .6 17 0.54 0.5 200 44 40-50 

Note: 
(a) In calculation assume the first election timing. 
(4) The measurements used the low threshold leading edge timing. 
(e) We caimot use the eq. (2) ni this particular case because We have not kept 

E/p constant aa we change the pressure p. We used instead c a b i n = 
F x cj(lelectron) x y/[B/p)"X/E, when «£ is normalised to 1 kV/cm, 
1 atm and 1 cm of drift; £ = 14.6 kV/em, o£ = 130 fim/^EL 

(d) The effective sample slse is estimated bom the Moat* Carlo pragrari (see 
fig. 10). 

(e) The teat had an equivalent threshold of ~ ft electrons for the leading edge 
timing. 
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Table* 

Timing Method 
Resolution (microns) 

Oeaigo (a) Design (d) 
Odeg lOdeg Odeg lOdeg 

{1} First electron timing with infinitely fast 
electronics 

2 0 ± 3 3 4 ± 3 2 5 ± 2 3 2 ± 3 

(2) Centtold timing with infinitely fast elec
tronics {average over the Irafc 100 ne only) 

T i l 14 ± 2 12±1 13±1 

(3) Leading edge timing with the fealietk 
poke* (threshold — 2-3% of (he average 
amplitude) 

2 0 ± 3 484:4 39±2 S 6 ± 3 

(4) Centrold timing with Out realistic pulses 
and 100MHz digitizer (uae theebnplecea-
troW timing) 

2 0 ± 1 2 7 ± 2 3 6 ± 3 4 S ± 3 

Note; 
1. Simulation performed fro 4 attn pressure, £2 mm drift distance, Q2?S COj 

•f 8% O4B10 1 ^ ar»d the drift velocity it = 4.0-4.2 microns/ns. 
2. The axamples correspond to figs. 35(a) and (d), 36(a) and (d); {fig. 33(b) 

s fig, 36(a)). 
3. The angle refeia to an angle of the trade and the anode plane. 

as 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Characteristic energy, drift velocity and diffusion (for 1 cm of drift and 

1 atm pressure) in CO; as a Function of the electric field [34]. 

2. Diffusion far 1 cm drift and 1 atm pressure as a function of the electric field 

3. Characteristic energy as a function of the electric field in hot gas mixtures 
[39]. 

4. Diffusion for 1 cm drift and 1 atm pressure for typical hot gases [40]. 

5. Measured transverse and longitudinal diffusion in JADE gas [3]. 

6. Calculated transverse and longitudinal diffusion in 90% Ar + lOSfi C4H10 

for 1 cm drift and 1 atm [4j. 

7. Influence of gas pressure on localization accuracy of a drift chamber [5]. 

8. The computer simulation of the drift pulses caused by particles in the micro-
jet chamber |9]. 

9. Examples of the charge collection in typical drift chambers. 

10. Schematic view of (a) isochronous and fb) nonisochronoua charge collection 
with indication of the effective Bample length. 

11. Schematic view of the non isochronous charge collection in the jet chamber 

operating with 90% Ar + 10% C<Hia gas at 1 atra and B = 10 kG [9]. 

(a) The effect of diffusion and clustering on the drift pulse randomness 
(avalanche fluctuation and electronics response included). 

(b) The effect of the impact parameter (0 and G mm). 

(c) The effect of the angle of the track [B = 0 kG) [17]. 

12. The effect of the drift velocity behavior on the isochrony of the jet chamber. 

The drift time distribution gets narrower for the gas # 2 [17]. 
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13. Cell configuration and measured spatial resolution of a simple wire as & 

function of gas pressure in a high precision jet chamber [IB], 

It. Cell configuration and measured spatial resolution of a single wire as a 

function of impact parameter in a micro-jet chamber (90% Ar +• 1096 CiHio 

gas used) [19]. 

15. Spatial resolution obtained in the SLD prototype # 1 (simple jet chamber) 
in 9296 COj + S% GjHio at 1 atm using the leading edge timing [24]. The 
solid line ia a 6t of the form y/c§ + C\X where Co = 0.081 and C\ = 63.5 

15. Spatial resolution in ARGUS vertex chamber [26j. 

17. Example of charge restricting geometry: 

(a) The prototype configuration. 

(b) Spatial resolution using a leading edge timing as a function of impact 

parameter. 

(c) Spatial resolution of the second track as a function of a distance from 
the first track. 

(d) Efficiency to find the second track as a function of a distance from the 
first track. 

(e) Future plan [11|. 

18. Example of a charge focusing geometry: 

(a) Drift cell configuration. 

(b) Lines of equal drift time. 

(c) Measured spatial resolution in this cell. 

(d) The measured spatial resolution in cell as in fig. 17(e) with 2 nun 

restricting gap [13]. 

19. (a) Example of a charge focusing geometry in the SLD prototype # 2 [21,50]. 
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(b) Measured resolution is 92% COj •+• 8% C<Hw at 1 a ta tulag the leading 
edge timing. TheoniaotlicnTTemthepTedli^oiiaCscoanpvterMoiiteCarto 
stmniaHaa [8]. 

20. Thse expansion cb^inber prototype {14j. 

21. Sensitivity of a constant t for various gas mixture! (A»/» - * (A£/£ ) J ) 
[29J. 

22. Fiel«id«9t^enwoftheTelBtiTCtanpera«ii»nrfBliaB^diffiv«lo<%i«* 
computed gases [36] and measured for various gases (* - 90H Ar -I* 10% 
OH* [1], X - AT, C H U . methyfad [37]). 

23. Seh«iii^k:iww of nonistK^ronousbdisTiorofjetehaiitber like OPAL. 

34. The principle of the method of timing -with the FADC Tiling a reference 
pulse. The method minimizes a quantity 

Q = X > i - [ * i M a , - t f A D O ] a • 

25. Measured spatial resolution using the FADC timing far varfoai operating 
points «3 a function of drift distance in the OPAL prototype [31|, 

26. C&oi&ted transverse and longitudinal d ^ 
1 cm drift and I atm [4]. Numbers correspond to various operating points 
of fig. 25-1. 

27. The ebnnlated timing resolntmi using a hypothetical infinitely fast elec
tronics capable of digitizing every arriving electron hi Jet dumber with 
4 mm wite sparing, 90% Ar + 10% C4H10 at 1 aim, B » 10 kG and 
7.S mm impact parameter [9|. 

28. (a) Lmt» of equal drift tmiemlj^etmie exiwnsion prototype [14[. 

(b) the echematic view of noniaochronons behavior in this cetL 
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29. (a) Measured spatial resolution of the time expansion chamber prototype 
at 1 and 2 aim (FADC timing) (MJ, 

(b) Measured spatial resolution of ih* time expaa&m chmniber prototype 
for two timing methods (FADC and TDC timing). The TDC threshold 
coneaponda to ** 6 electrons [33]. 

30. Results bom. TEG test [48] using the dimethyl ether gas and the leading 
edge timing, 

31. Principle of the radial drift chamber [49], 

32. Results from the Aachen University teat (46], 

(a) Drift Velocity as 4 function Of a distance between the anode and the 
t«ak. 

(b) Measured resolution using the TDC and FADC techniques. 

33. Isochronous behavior for various alternatives of the charge collection in the 
TEC chamber as simulated by author for 92% COi + &% C|Hi 0, 2 atm 
and S at 1.1 IcV/cm [voltages and wire geometry the same as in. fig. 28(a)], 

(a) Charge restricting geometry usbg foils with l mm gap. 

(b) Adding a wire into the middle of the gap, otherwise as paint (a). 

(cj 1 mm wire gap grid system. 

34. Possible version of an "ultimate" design using the TEC concept, the charge 
restricting and the charge focusing geometry. 

35. Drift time distributions for various designs and several drift distances for 
92% COj + 9% G4H10, 4 atm pressure and the drift velocity of about 4-
4.2 fun/ns (the amount of ionization artificially increased for greater clar
ity). 

36. The same as fig. 35 but the track inclined by 10° in respect to the anode 
plane, 
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